Graco magnum lts 15 parts diagram
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Repair Guides. How to Diagnose a Bad Power Cord or Switch This video outlines the basics of
power tool and appliance electrical diagnosis. Power Tool Care and Maintenance This article
suggests guidelines for power tool care and maintenance. Accessories for the Graco Seals for
pump. Hello Wayne, thank you for your inquiry! The part you described does not appear in the
parts list for this model. Please reach out to Graco at directly to obtain the part number you
need to order. Once you have this information, please feel free to check back with us for pricing
and availability information. Thank you. Did this question help you? Yes No. Felix for model
number BA asked on Hello Felix, Thank you for your question. Our sources suggest replacing

the power switch under part for your model to fix the power issues. We hope this helps. Ask a
question. Ask our experts a question about this part and we will respond as soon as we can.
Join our VIP email list to receive money-saving-advice and special discounts. Model Number
Recommended. Submit your question. Thank you for your question! Our experts will get back to
you as soon as they can. Ask Another Question. Continue Shopping. Sign up. Thank you! Your
email, , has been added to our mailing list. We were unable to add your email to our mailing list.
Millions of Parts From Top Brands. Need Help? Customer Service. Graco has become
synonymous with quality paint sprayers. Solidly built, well-designed, and with consideration
towards experienced painters and beginners alike, Graco is a reliable brand. The LTS 15 airless
paint sprayer is no different. The Graco LTS 15 can still occasionally be found for sale online,
but stocks and spares are dwindling as it has been replaced with the updated Graco Magnum
X5. Check out our full review of the Graco X5 which offers the same performance, at the same
price. Alternatively, take a look at its bigger brother, the Graco Magnum X7. When buying a
paint sprayer the LTS 15 is one of the best options for someone looking to take on medium level
projects like interior walls and ceilings as well as outdoor work like housing exteriors, fencing
and doors. The sprayer comes with several unique features that make the LTS efficient and easy
to work with. These include a stainless-steel pump, a Power Flush adaptor, a PushPrimer
button, adjustable pressure control, and a reversable tip for clog removal. While the LTS 15 is
not a perfect a tool and does have its issues, it is a fantastic sprayer to have for household
maintenance. It can be used with tips up to 0. When combined with the SG2 gun, this unit can
spray an impressive 0. While the LTS 15 comes with a 25 ft DuraFlex hose , the pump can be
hooked to up to 75 feet without affecting the quality of the spray or over-working the motor. The
recommended annual usage is gallons which should be just fine for anyone working with basic
home maintenance. The materials are of high quality and well designed. The pump is stainless
steel which makes the sprayer reliable both in quality of performance as well as its lifespan.
With proper care, you should not have to worry about investing in another sprayer for a very
long time. The benefit is much lighter machine overall, but it is less durable and more prone to
moving around at higher levels. This is fair tradeoff, however, since the LTS 15 is aimed more at
medium jobs around the home rather than anything heavy duty. Perhaps its most attractive
feature is the PowerFlush adaptor. Anyone with some experience using paint sprayers knows
that the worst and most time-consuming part is the cleaning process. Furthermore, it can never
be skipped if you want to extend the lifespan of your sprayer. The PowerFlush adapter makes
this incredibly easy by allowing the user to hook up the sprayer to a garden hose for quick and
simple cleaning. Starting up any pump can be a pain when you want to get going on a project
right away. The LTS 15 makes this simple with the PushPrime feature which allows the pump to
be started with the push of a button. Priming is thus straightforward and much less of a hassle.
The adjustable pressure control located next to the intake tube is well-designed. There are also
cleaning and roller settings which is designed to get the best finishing texture on any job.
Lastly, the sprayer comes with both a manual and DVD that makes set-up and use a much
easier experience for beginners. It is a thoughtful gesture that helps the process be much less
intimidating and also allows any user to get over the learning curve that comes with a new paint
sprayer. By far the most common complaint is that sprayer clogs very easily. Thicker materials
seem bound to block up the machine. Thus, it is especially important to double-check that your
desired materials will actually work well with the LTS Graco makes a valiant attempt to solve
this problem with the RAC tip. This is simply taken off and reversed to blast out any blockages.
However, the frequency of the clogs is still a frustrating process to do over and over. The whole
unit is very lightweight which makes moving and storage a breeze. However, when using the
sprayer at top settings, the pump has a tendency to vibrate and move around a bit. When
working with PSI or around there, it might be a good idea to brace it against something. While
this machine has some dependable accuracy, overspray has been a reported issue. This can be
remedied by covering and masking everything around the job. Be especially cautious with
outside work by using smaller tips and take the time to practice and get past the learning curve.
The Graco LTS 15 in terms of an airless paint sprayer is a fantastic machine. For anyone with
interior jobs or looking around for an exterior paint sprayer , you cannot go wrong investing in
Graco. While the performance is perfect for medium level jobs. However, thicker, textured
materials should be avoided as well as solvents. It is easy to clean, carry and store which again
is perfect for projects around the home. It may be useful to professionals who want a simple
back-up machine, but it is not designed to handle big projects. Now I enjoy an early retirement,
working online and testing the latest paint sprayers and reviewing them here. It's a dream come
true, as I now get to spend more time with my wife and 2 girls. If you have any questions, just
drop a comment and I'll do my best to help you directly. Save my name, email, and website in
this browser for the next time I comment. Up Next. Best Latex Paint Sprayers June 8, Leave a
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Designer Fashion Brands. Deals and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems.
Amazon Subscription Boxes Top subscription boxes â€” right to your door. PillPack Pharmacy
Simplified. Amazon Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it
on, trade it in, give it a second life. Your question might be answered by sellers, manufacturers,
or customers who bought this product. Please make sure that you are posting in the form of a
question. Please enter a question. Simply connect it to a garden hose and clean the pump, hose
and gun in minutes. Skip to main content. Consider these available items. Airlessco Electric
Airless Paint Sprayer, 0. Currently unavailable. We don't know when or if this item will be back
in stock. Visit the Graco Store. This fits your. Customers who viewed this item also viewed.
Page 1 of 1 Start over Page 1 of 1. Previous page. Next page. Featured items you may like.
Customers also viewed these products. Register a free business account. Have a question?
There was a problem completing your request. Please try your search again later. Product
information Technical Details. No Batteries Required? Would you like to tell us about a lower
price? See questions and answers. Customer reviews. How are ratings calculated? Instead, our
system considers things like how recent a review is and if the reviewer bought the item on
Amazon. It also analyzes reviews to verify trustworthiness. Top reviews Most recent Top
reviews. Top reviews from the United States. There was a problem filtering reviews right now.
Please try again later. This is the sprayer for you. Verified Purchase. Are you a homeowner
wondering if you can spray your own house?? I had never used an airless sprayer but figured
I'd give it a shot. I purchased a refurbished LTS 15 which is the same basic unit as an X5
because it was priced right and appeared to have adequate power. If you're thinking about
painting your house and you're a first timer looking to save some money, this really is an
excellent choice. You can absolutely achieve a professional finish and you don't have to be
overly handy to do it. I've now painted 2 houses, a block wall, and several pieces of furniture
with my LTS 15 and here are my final thoughts on the unit: The Good: - Adequate power -- For
most exterior latex paints this unit is certainly adequate. I know another reviewer indicated that
excessive thinning was required, but that's not typical for this unit. Even the heaviest of latex
paints should shoot fine. Using a paint conditioner like Floetrol is a good idea though because it
helps the paint level and reduces overlap marks. Clogging is no issue because the tip is
reversible. Turn the tip, pull the trigger, and it clears the clog. Watch the Graco instructional
videos on Youtube before you start. It's really helpful. You're painting the entire house, right?
So who cares if it takes a couple passes on an exterior wall to get the hang of it. You can always
just paint over it again if you don't like your initial work. Turn the pressure down and have at it.
You can achieve an awesome, glass-like finish with this machine with just a little practice. That
stuff's amazing. Trust me, when you first pull the trigger you'll be reminded that you're a man I
know you have an office job because any dude that does physical labor will find this
voluminous review utterly unnecessary. The Bad: - Lifespan -- There's a limited lifespan on this
unit before the pump packing starts to go and you're leaking paint. Really consider that when
you're deciding to go with a reconditioned or new unit. I got about 60 gallons houses worth out
of my reconditioned unit before it croaked. To be fair, the literature says that it's a light duty,
infrequent use sprayer. You don't want to rush like crazy to get your rental back. That's the
worst! I have no regrets buying mine. It's not difficult but it'll take you a good 30 minutes even
after you have it figured out. Nevertheless, it'd be nice to have the cart if it were free. A few
recommendations: - Lightly spray the unit and hose with silicone spray or WD40 before you
paint. That'll keep any overspray or drips from adhering to the unit. Makes cleanup easier.
Professional painters take days to paint an average house and they have men working the job. I
thought I was superman and could do it over the course of a few days Took me about 80 hours
to paint sq. That includes caulking, masking, etc. CJSpray thru Amazon is a great seller of
reconditioned products. It will save you hours!! Go for it! You can definitely paint your own

house. Take your time and do it right Good luck! I'm very happy. My first attempt at using an
airless. Works great. No problems with the sprayer at all. I would remind other "newbies" to
close off or cover other areas due to typical amount of overspray "dust"! But, good unit. Did not
have problems at It worked very well. Did not have problems at all. Paid for itself already. I
painted two houses exterior already without any issues. This was a refurb unit Unit looked like
brand new. Worked fantastic. Would buy refurbished again. One person found this helpful. This
a great sprayer! Easy to clean up when finish the job. Its a little messy to clean up but defiantly
way faster than using a pan. I've used it to paint my garage, which I had to do the ceiling as well.
Then i used to stain my fence, works great. See all reviews. More to consider from our brands.
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time. Looking for a top-notch painting tool for your outdoor or interior projects? The Graco
Magnum LTS15 counts with fully adjustable pressure control to perfectly handle your coatings,
SwitchTips that reverse the tip when clogged, a PushPrime button for a fast, reliable start-up,
and a top annual use recommended to up to gallons per year. Use the Graco LTS 15 on surfaces
of decks, fences, interiors, exteriors, cabinets, and garage doors; its ft hose, allowing you to
have a better reach to tackle your projects. Check our complete inventory, where you will find
high-quality products at an excellent price and with fast shipping included. If you need more
information, head to our Contact section, where our customer service will be happy to assist
you! Rating Required Select Rating 1 star worst 2 stars 3 stars average 4 stars 5 stars best.
Email Required. Review Subject Required. Comments Required. Price Now. Need more
information about this product? Graco SKU: A. Graco SKU: 17K Graco 17K

